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Abstract: Data transformation is the core process in migrating database from rela-
tional database to NoSQL database such as column-oriented database. However,
there is no standard guideline for data transformation from relational database to
NoSQL database. A number of schema transformation techniques have been pro-
posed to improve data transformation process and resulted better query processing
time when compared to the relational database query processing time. However,
these approaches produced redundant tables in the resulted schema that in turn
consume large unnecessary storage size and produce high query processing time
due to the generated schema with redundant column families in the transformed
column-oriented database. In this paper, an efficient data transformation technique
from relational database to column-oriented database is proposed. The proposed
schema transformation technique is based on the combination of denormalization
approach, data access pattern and multiple-nested schema. In order to validate the
proposed work, the proposed technique is implemented by transforming data from
MySQL database to MongoDB database. A benchmark transformation technique
is also performed in which the query processing time and the storage size are
compared. Based on the experimental results, the proposed transformation techni-
que showed significant improvement in terms query processing time and storage
space usage due to the reduced number of column families in the column-oriented
database.

Keywords: Data migration; data transformation; column-oriented database;
relational database; big data

1 Introduction

Relational database has been the most popular database to be used by organizations around the world to
manage data [1,2]. However, as data usage in information system becoming more demanding in terms of the
data size, speed and variety, relational databases seems to be lacking in its ability in managing large volume
of data and different types of database schema or flexible schema in which the phenomenon is known as the
Big Data [2–4]. In order to overcome the relational database issues in handling the Big Data, NoSQL
database is developed. NoSQL is a database approach that has unstructured format and allowing data
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management operations to be faster than the relational approach [5]. In order to cope with the Big Data
demand, organizations that are using relational database for their operations decided to migrate their
DBMS into NoSQL database. Migration process needs to be done properly to make sure that the new
NoSQL database captures the same structure and the operational tasks run smoothly.

The database migration process is defined as a process to transfer or move data from one database server;
storage types or data formats to another. Commonly, a data migration involves the ETL process or Extract,
Transform, and Load processes [6–9]. This process needs to be performed seamlessly without compromising
the data quality content and the performance of their current operations [10–12].

As shown in Fig. 1, data transformation is among the core process in data migration. According to [13],
data transformation is defined as a process to converting the data structure or data schema from source
database following the new data structure in target database. However, there are no standard guidelines
on how to transform the database schema from relational database and perform data migration to NoSQL
database [8–13]. Database administrators’ (DBA) experiences were used to manage the transformation
process and the migration process to the NoSQL database since there are no definitive guidelines to
perform data transformation between those two databases [13–15].

Initial challenge of performing data transformation between relational databases to NoSQL database is it
requires the origin database to be analyzed properly in order to produce precise copy of NoSQL database
schema when compared to the original schema. Most of the data transformation approaches had no
problem of producing precise NoSQL database that is similar to its original schema as these approaches
have validation component in which it is compared to the original schema. However, these transformation
approaches produced unnecessary duplication that also created unnecessary storage for the destination
database. Unnecessary duplication also increases query-processing time of the NoSQL databases [14–18].

In this paper, an enhanced data transformation approach that combines the use of multiple-nested
schema and data access pattern is proposed for the purpose of minimizing data duplications and reduces
query processing time. Rowkey design is also considered in the proposed method in order to enhance the
transformation approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 highlights the related work on data
transformation approaches. Section 3 discusses the key issues in data transformation approaches including
data size and access time. Section 4 describes our proposed data transformation approach using
the combination of query processing pattern, key design and nested, multiple nested. In this section, the
architecture of the proposed model is also discussed. In Section 5, the experimental results of the
proposed approach are included. Query processing time and storage size are used to evaluate and

Figure 1: Data migration process
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compare the performance of the proposed model with the non-multiple nested approach. Finally in Section 6,
contributions of this paper are briefly concluded in this section.

2 Related Works

Based on the literatures, denormalization is a common technique for schema or data transformation of
relational database to NoSQL database [12]. Denormalization is defined as a technique to merge and
duplicate related data to eliminate join relationship between tables into a single table [15,19,20].
Denormalization is used to merge and duplicate related data to eliminate join relationship between tables
into a single table. There are also proposed works that involved the use of intelligent keys or rowkeys to
support denormalization. Unique rowkeys or intelligent keys for identification are determined in the same
NoSQL table [12,15,19–23]. Based on the differences in schema transformation techniques, there are no
standard guidelines to conduct schema transformation and migration from relational database to NoSQL
database [12–16].

An automatic SQL to NoSQL schema transformation technique from MySQL to HBase database is
proposed in [21]. It uses denormalization technique and the NoSQL DDI (denormalization, duplication,
intelligent keys) design principles to aggregate relational tables into NoSQL table. This technique also
used tall-narrow design that allows a table with few columns but many rows to have better query
retrieval. Its schema conversion technique parses the SQL table schema automatically and then converts
the relationships among the tables into several linked lists. After parsing all the tables, the chained length
of all linked list is identified. The row key with the highest cardinality is the combination of all the
primary keys with the longest chained length.

Structured denormalization is another denormalization-based technique in schema transformation from
relational database to NoSQL database [21]. This technique focuses on the work to autonomously
denormalize and re-aggregate SQL tables into NoSQL table and also follow the NoSQL DDI
(denormalization, duplication, intelligent keys) design principles. In this technique, schema analysis is
performed to review all the primary keys of the SQL table. The rowkey in column oriented NoSQL table
is selected from several primary keys and the relationships among the tables in SQL database. After the
rowkey is defined, the migration process aggregates all the columns to the NoSQL table. Schema
conversion technique in [20] improvised the work in [21] by adding a layer called persistence layer
between the application and the NoSQL database for querying. They also built a component called the
Mediator using Relational Database Management System (RBDMS) proxy that allows communication
between the RDBMS server and the application.

There are also approaches that did not focused on using denormalization. One of the approaches is
proposed in [24] by focusing on schema conversion from relational database to NoSQL database using
source data model, target data model, and translation of the source data model into a target data model. In
this technique, the schema of the relational database is the source data model and the column oriented
NoSQL database is the target data model. A data migration algorithm is used for translating the data
source model into the target model. The translation technique generates the target schema called the
translation pattern and generates the data instances to the target database from the source database. The
data conversion process consists of three stages, namely: data extraction to querying a relational database
using SQL commands, data processing that involves transformation of data to the target database format,
and injection process that injects the destination database. The proposed work in [24] also considers data
extraction using existing querying SQL commands; however, without considering data access pattern, the
transformation process produces data redundancy in the NoSQL database. A set of conversion rules has
been proposed in [13] as a guideline for migration process from the relational to the NoSQL database.
The proposed baseline conversion rules are rules on data proximity, column families, data quantity, and
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access pattern. The proposed conversion rules help database practitioners to transform the relational database
to the NoSQL database. However, there was no experiment conducted using the proposed conversion rule
guideline and the performance of the transformed NoSQL database is not measured.

Another data migration approach that did not focus on the denormalization is proposed in [25]. In this
approach, an SQL layer called SQLtoKeyNoSQL for transforming the structure of relational database to any
key-oriented NoSQL database such as document store database, key value database, and column-oriented
database. This schema conversion uses layer to map a relational database schema into a canonical model,
which is an intermediate data model between relational database and key-oriented NoSQL database. The
canonical model implements mapping strategies to map NoSQL command and SQL command using
REST API access methods (Get, Put, and Delete) to the NoSQL target schema. This layer has flexible
options for user to choose any targeted key oriented database. This layer also has the ability to manipulate
the relational database in any key oriented NoSQL database for users to manage the data. The SQL to
KeyNoSQL layer has an architecture that consists of seven modules for data migration process. The SQL to
KeyNoSQL layer has an Access Interface that received the SQL instruction and sends it to the SQL Parser
module. The SQL Parser module then performs semantic verifications and sends it to the Query Planner
module for query execution optimizer. The Translate module generates the access method to the Execution
Engine module. The Execution Engine module checks the login information, the target of NoSQL database,
and the table store from the Dictionary module before filtering the data and generates the result to be sent to
the Access Interface. The Communication module then executes requested access method to any key
oriented NoSQL database and the data returned from the NoSQL database are sent back to the Execution
Engine through Buffer. The data migration using the SQL layer focuses on the use of a special layer that
helps understanding the relational database through its metadata before it can be mapped into NoSQL. This
SQL layer also can execute the same SQL command to query the NoSQL database. However, this
technique needs high understanding on relational database data model before a layer or framework can be
developed to execute an existing SQL query for both the relational and the NoSQL databases.

One big issue related to the denormalization approaches (that also includes the use of rowkey design) is,
it merges the related join relationship tables to a single table in column-oriented table to optimize read
performance. It produces unnecessary duplicated data to the targeted column-oriented table [17]. This
also affected query-processing time and its size as duplicated data increases processing time and data
storage size. In order to improve denormalization-based approaches, data access pattern is used to be
analyzed from query logs and indexing in every table of relational database [17]. Denormalization-based
transformation technique that use access pattern in [26] used proposed four steps of data schema
transformation process from relational database to HBase database. The steps are denormalization,
extended table merging, key encoding, and view based on index. In this work, access pattern is reviewed
from query logs to improve HBase schema. In the denormalization steps, the one-to-one relationship and
one-to-many relationship are used to identify a pair or multiple tables that have one-to-one relationship or
one-to-many relationship. If there is only one pair or multiple pairs among the tables, the tables will be
merged in a separate column family based on the foreign key of the tables.

Another schema transformation technique to transform the NoSQL database using denormalization
technique and data access pattern is proposed in [27]. In this schema transformation technique, a data
model in the relational database is converted into the NoSQL database schema using three rules. The first
rule considers the correlated data that have the same access pattern into a single column family. Then, a
suitable foreign key of a table is chosen in the NoSQL database by considering the existing join
relationships of one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many from the origin relational database. The
third and final rules merged the data tables to reduce the foreign keys based on access pattern of the
application. In the second phase, the data source schema and target schema are mapped using the Tableau
schema mappings.
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Data transformation using multiple-nested tables merging is proposed in [18]. The multiple nested table
merging merges more than three tables of the relational database into a single column-oriented table. It
incorporates three cases to design column-oriented schema that includes single table, nested, and multiple-
nested tables merging. The single table migrates a single table of the relational database to the column-
oriented schema and selects the primary key of the table in the relational database as a rowkey in the column
family of the column-oriented database. The column family contains all the data from the relational database.
The nested table merging transforms two tables from the relational database into a single column-oriented
table. The multiple nested table merging transforms and merges more than three tables from the relational
database into a single column-oriented table. This schema integrates the data from the multiple tables of a
relational database into a single column-oriented database table to improve query performance. However,
this work did not consider data access pattern that can help to reduce data redundancy of HBase database.

Based on the literatures, it shows that many of the previous works focuses on denormalization and
rowkey design as part of their schema transformation technique from the relational database to the
NoSQL database. However, none of the previous works have considered schema transformation with read
pattern, nested, and multiple nested, and rowkey design in a single solution. The combination of all
mentioned criterion can improve query performance and also reduce storage size as it fits the nature of
column-oriented database schema. Therefore, this study focuses on schema transformation using
denormalization with read pattern, nested and multiple nested table merging and rowkey design a solution
to reduce unnecessary production of redundant column families that increases storage size and to improve
query performance of the resulted column-oriented database.

3 Proposed Approach

The proposed schema transformation technique has three main steps as listed as follows:

1) Step 1: Denormalization with read pattern
2) Step 2: Nested and multiple nested table merging
3) Step 3: Rowkey design

Fig. 2 below shows the steps for the proposed schema transformation technique of this study.

Figure 2: Proposed schema transformation technique
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Step 1: Denormalization with Read Pattern

In the proposed schema transformation technique, the database schema and query logs of the relational
database are analyzed to identify the origin’s data access pattern. The data access pattern consists of the read
pattern and the write pattern of the application system [26–31]. The read pattern is derived from the SELECT
statement of the query logs while the write pattern is derived from the INSERT statement and the UPDATE
statement of the query logs. In this study, in order to design the HBase database schema, the read pattern is
used to determine the access key of the record from the conditional expression of a SELECT statement. This
is based on the previous works in that uses data access pattern in [13,26,27] which also focuses only on the
read pattern. In the proposed work, denormalization with read pattern is performed as the first step in schema
transformation technique to avoid merging of unrelated relational tables that do not have the same read
pattern.

The basic form of the SQL statement to identify a read pattern is shown as follows:

Given a SELECT statement for a query log Q [32]:

Q: SELECT <attribute list> FROM <table list> WHERE <condition>;

where:

i. <attribute list> is a list of attribute names whose values are retrieved by the query,
ii. <table list> is a list of relation names required to process the query,
iii. <condition> is a conditional expression that identifies the records to be retrieved by the query.

In SQL statement, the basic logical comparison operators for comparing attribute values with one
another are OPR = {=, <, ≤, >, ≥, ≠}. Besides, the conditional expression can also be combined with the
Boolean conditions AND, OR, and NOT. The Boolean conditions AND and OR are used to filter
the records based on more than one condition. The Boolean condition AND displays a record if all the
conditions separated by AND are TRUE. While the Boolean condition OR displays a record if any of the
conditions separated by OR is TRUE. The Boolean condition NOT displays a record if the condition is
NOT TRUE. There is also a LIMIT clause that is used in the conditional expression to specify the
number of records to return [32].

In this study, the access key is identified through the <condition> clause where a <condition> clause can
be in the following forms:

(1) limit ?;
(2) Ai OPR Aj;
(3) Ai OPR ?;
(4) <condition1> <Boolean condition> <condition2> … <conditionn>;

where

Ai and Aj are the attributes of a table, ‘?’ denotes a constant value, <Boolean condition> = {AND, OR,
NOT}, and < > can be in one of the above forms. Based on the forms shown above, the rules for
denormalization with read pattern are as described below:

i) Rule 1: If the <condition> clause is in the form as specified in (1), then the access key of query Q is
the primary key of the table specified in Q.

ii) Rule 2: If the <condition> clause is in the form as specified in (2), then the access key is either Ai or
Aj.

iii) Rule 3: If the <condition> clause is in the form as specified in (3), then the access key is Ai.
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iv) Rule 4: If there are n conditions as in the form specified in (4), then the access key for each
condition, <condition_i>, is identified based on the form of the <condition_i> as stated in (1),
(2) or (3) above and Rule 1, Rule 2, or Rule 3 are applied accordingly.

v) Rule 5: If the access key identified by Rule 2 or Rule 3 contains security information, then it is not
recommended to be the access key to ensure information security [33]. Therefore, if the query Q
has only a single access key, then the primary key of the table specified in Q is selected as the new
access key of Q. Otherwise, if there are more than one access key, then the access key that contain
security information is drop, while others are maintain.

Step 2: Nested and Multiple Nested Table Merging

HBase is a column-oriented database thus there are no join relationships between the HBase tables like
in the relational database and it does not support multiple table queries [4,18]. After the transformation, all
the related tables in the relational database are merged into a single column family table with the support of
either nested or multiple nested merging [4]. The schema transformation approach proposed in [26,27] is
limited to only nested table merging. The nested table merging has resulted into the creation of more
column families in the HBase table that may contain redundant column families thus increases query
processing time and unnecessary storage size. A multiple nested table merging in schema transformation
is proposed in [4] with the aim to improve query performance and reduce data redundancy. Multiple
nested table merging is important to cater merging of more than two tables in which nested table merging
only cater for two tables.

Rule 1: Given a query Q_i where A_p is the access key of Q_i based on table P, and a query Q_j, where
A_s is the access key of Q_j based on table S, where both access keys have been identified in Step 1. If the
access key A_p = A_s, then both tables P and S are merged into a single column family, say PS. The nested
table merging merged two tables of different queries if the access keys between these queries are having the
same read pattern.

Rule 2: Given a query Q_i where A_j is the access key of Q_i based on tables P and S, where the access
key has been identified in Step 1. Both tables P and S are merged into a single column family, to become PS.
The nested table merging merged two tables of a single query that have the same read pattern.

Rule 3:Given a query Q with a list of tables, T = {T_1, T_2,…, T_n}, where the access key of T is T_x,
identified in Step 1. The list of tables T are merged into a single column family say T’. The multiple nested
table merging merged more than two tables of a single query into a single column family in the HBase table.

Step 3: Rowkey Design

In HBase, only one rowkey is allowed for unique identification. The data in the HBase database are
sorted lexicographically by a rowkey and there is no secondary key in the HBase table [34–37]. In this
study, the rowkey is selected from the access key that is identified in Step 1. There are three steps on
how to produce a rowkey as explained in detail in Step 3.1, Step 3.2, and Step 3.3.

Step 3.1: In the first step of rowkey design, the access key of the table is checked whether it is the
primary key of the relational table. If it is, the access key is selected as a rowkey in the HBase
database schema. Otherwise, if the access key is not the primary key of the relational table, then a
rowkey is determined by combining the access key and the primary key of the relational table to
form a unique key. Given a table R in a relational database schema with a list of attributes = {R_1,
R_2, …, R_n} where R_i is the primary key. Assume a table H derived in Step 2 with attribute
list = {H_1, H_2, …, H_m} and an access key H_j. If the access key H_j is also the primary key of
the relational table, where H_j = R_i, then H_j is selected as the rowkey of table H in the HBase
database schema. Otherwise, H_j is combined with R_i to form a unique key H_j R_i, the rowkey of
H table in the HBase database schema.
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Step 3.2: After creating all the rowkeys for each column family in the HBase database in Step 3.1, the
primary keys and the tables of the relational database schema are reviewed. If there is a primary key of a
table in the relational database schema that does not exist as a rowkey in the HBase database schema,
then a new table based on the relational database schema is created in the HBase database schema. The
primary key of the table in that relational database is the rowkey in the new HBase table. This is to ensure
that all tables of the relational database are migrated accordingly to the HBase database to avoid data
loss. Given a relational database schema, if the primary key R_i of the R table does not exist in the
HBase database schema derived in Step 2, a new table R’ in the HBase database schema is created
for the R table. The primary key R_i is selected as the rowkey of the new HBase table R’.
Step 3.3: In this step, a short and meaningful name is given to each table name, column family name,
and column qualifier name in the HBase database. This is based on the best practices according to
[26,36,38]. This is because HBase stores the column qualifier with the values and HBase does not
limit the number of column qualifiers. In order to reduce storage size, short table name, column
name, and column qualifier name are suggested in [26]. The name given should not be descriptive of
table like in a typical relational table name [36].

4 Evaluations

In order to validate our proposed work, experiments that involved data migration process have been
performed. The other related works had incomplete explanations and lack of information in their schema
transformation procedure thus the experiment of the work could not be emulated. Based on the literatures
reviewed; only [26] showed the detail explanation on schema transformation, experiments, and results.
Therefore, the work [26] is implemented and is used as the benchmark technique.

In terms of the database platform, HBase is used as the column-oriented database andMySQL is used for
the relational database. A benchmark dataset called DELL DVD dataset [39] is used in the experiment.
Apache Sqoop tool is used to migrate data from the relational database (MySQL) to the column-oriented
database (HBase). The computer system used in the experiment has one core processor and 4GB RAM
running on Ubuntu Linux operating system.

The performance measurement used in each analysis is shown as follows:

i) Database sizes: Database size is measure to show the size of the resulted HBase database after the
benchmark [26] and the proposed transformation techniques are performed. The database size is
measured in gigabyte (GB).

ii) Response time: Response time is measured to measure the efficiency of query performance of the
resulted HBase databases after both the benchmark and the proposed transformation techniques
are performed. Time is measured in second (s). The time measurement is calculated as total
time used for querying the HBase database using query for DELL DVD dataset. Each
measurement represents the average time of five runs using different value of the same listing
of query on HBase database of [26] as well the proposed technique.

The percentage of storage size and query performance time are measured by:

Data size difference ð%Þ¼
jTotal differences of storage size resulted

from the benchmark work and the proposed workj
Total storage size of benchmark work

x 100 (1)
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Query performance time difference ð%Þ¼
jTotal differences of query processing time resulted
from the benchmarkwork and the proposedworkj

Total time taken of benchmarkwork
x 100 (2)

Fig. 3 describes the overview of the proposed schema transformation technique to migrate database from
MySQL to HBase database. Once the data is successfully generated or download, the data are loaded into
MySQL database for transformation and migration process. After the schema transformation process is
performed, the data are migrated from MySQL database to HBase database using the Apache Sqoop. The
MySQL Java connector is used to connect between MySQL database and HBase database. The Cdata
Excel Add-In for HBase is used to export the HBase data to an excel file. The distance requirement is
calculated using the Harversine formula in the excel file and then the result is imported to the HBase
table. Haversine formula is the formula for calculating distance between two (2) locations [40–42] and it
is used in Query 9 in the experiment.

Based on the implementation that has been performed, the benchmark transformation technique
produces eight tables with 23 column families as shown in Fig. 4. While, the proposed transformation
method produces 10 tables with ten tables and 15 column families as shown in Fig. 5. In order to validate
the reduction of data redundancy in HBase database, the database size of five tables of DELL DVD
dataset and database size of three tables of Employees dataset are calculated. This is done to measure the
size of the data that is used to create HBase database. In order to measure the storage size efficiency,
average decrease percentage of the resulted HBase schema are calculated from the proposed work and the
work done by [26] as the benchmark result.

Tab. 1 shows the database size of the table used in the experiment using the DELL DVD dataset. It
shows reduction in data size between 8% and 75% in all queries performed on the resulted HBase
database from the proposed technique when compared to the benchmark result. On average, it records
13.83% decrease of data size used. This shows that the proposed work has successfully reduced the data
size usage in data transformation from relational database to NoSQL database.

The results of the database query processing time are shown in Tab. 2. It shows reductions between 12%
and 40% in terms of processing time for every query performed. Based on the table, an average of 29.28%
decrease of query processing time is recoded when it is compared to the benchmark result’s work. This shows
that the proposed work has successfully produced a column-oriented database that is efficient in query
processing time when compared to the benchmark result.

Figure 3: Overview of the migration process from MySQL to HBase
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Figs. 4 and 5 describe the column families generated by both transformation technique of [26] and the
proposed work respectively. Fig. 4 shows the benchmark technique produced the migrated column oriented
database schema with 23 column families. Fig. 5 shows the resulted column-oriented database has been
produced by the proposed transformation technique with only 15 column families. This shows that the
proposed transformation technique managed to reduce the column families of the transformed schema
thus affected the query processing time and data size usage.

Figure 4: Resulted HBase schema after transformation using technique in [26]

Figure 5: Resulted HBase schema after transformation using the proposed technique
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5 Discussion

Based on the comparison results of data size, it shows that the resulted HBase tables to have smaller data
size than the tables produced by the benchmark technique. Also, the resulted HBase tables produce reduction
in query processing time when compared to the query processing time of the benchmark technique. This
shows that the proposed schema transformation techniques had successfully achieve the objective of this
study in terms of reducing data size and processing time.

The proposed schema transformation technique has successfully produced a single column family in a
transformed HBase schema. This is because of the proposed technique ability to execute denormalization
using read pattern, nested and multiple nested table merging and rowkey design. The identified read
pattern helps to identify access key of the table and the nested and multiple nested table merging merge
the related joined table into a single column family. Rowkey design used in all transformed tables is
based on step 3. In addition, the short table name, column family name, and column qualifier name are
given to all transformed HBase tables in which it reduces storage size as long names are always given by
the previous approaches that in turn increase the data size unnecessarily. This is because the HBase

Table 1: Data size usage of the proposed and benchmark techniques

Query Tables involved1 Data size
used (Gb)1

Data size
usage (Gb)2

Tables
involved2

Difference in
data size (Gb)

Difference in
data size (%)

QH1,
QH3,
QH6

customer 19.000 15.000 cust 4.000 21.05

QH2 products 0.056 0.014 prod_inv 0.042 75.00

QH4,
QH5,
QH7

orders 7.700 6.500 ord 1.200 15.58

QH8 orders_ix_date 4.500 4.100 ord_Dt 0.400 8.89

QH9 customers_IX_GEO 24.00 22.000 cust_GEO 2.000 8.33
1Results from experiment performed based on [26]. 2Results from experiment performed based on the proposed work.

Table 2: Query processing time of the proposed and benchmark techniques

Query Query processing
time1 (s)

Query processing
time2 (s)

Difference in query
processing time (s)

Difference in query
processing time (%)

QH1 0.0398 0.0350 0.0048 12.06

QH2 0.0330 0.0228 0.0102 30.91

QH3 332.2102 199.0166 133.1936 40.09

QH4 0.0240 0.0194 0.0046 19.17

QH5 0.0400 0.0272 0.0128 32.00

QH6 0.1880 0.1420 0.0460 24.47

QH7 0.2194 0.1572 0.0622 28.35

QH8 1.7014 1.0416 0.6598 38.78

QH9 42.5052 26.4816 16.0236 37.70
1Results from experiment performed based on [26]. 2Results from experiment performed based on the proposed work
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database stored the column qualifier with the values and HBase does not limit the number of column qualifier
that will increase the storage size. The number of column families define in each table of the transformed
HBase tables are set to maximum of three column families to avoid data retrieval performance degraded
due to the HBase schema design.

6 Conclusion

In this study, the proposed schema transformation technique that utilizes denormalization with read
pattern, nested and multiple nested schemas, and rowkey design has shown to be effective for schema
transformation to NoSQL database. The read pattern helps to identify the access key from query logs in
the application system. The same read patterns are merged together into a single column family in HBase
table. This reduces data redundancy in the HBase database and reduces storage size. The nested and
multiple nested schemas helps to merge related tables from relational database into a single HBase table.
This is because HBase has no join relationship and it is difficult to query and retrieve data from multiple
tables after data migration to the HBase database. The nested and multiple nested schema design on
HBase leads to query only on a single HBase table to retrieve the data and thus provides efficient
accessing time. Lastly, the rowkey design helps to produce only one rowkey for single HBase table.

As a conclusion, the proposed schema transformation technique that utilizes denormalization with read
pattern, nested, multiple nested table merging, and rowkey design has proved that the technique successfully
reduced the data redundancy thus reduces the storage size and also efficiently improve query processing time.
Based on the comparison results of data size, it shows that the resulted HBase tables to have smaller data size
than the tables produced by the benchmark technique. Also, the resulted HBase tables produce reduction in
query processing time when compared to the query processing time of the benchmark technique. This shows
that the proposed schema transformation techniques had successfully achieve the objective of this study in
terms of reducing data size and processing time.
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